
How to identify saving 
opportunities



Two approaches

You could categorize saving opportunities into 
two broader categories

Low hanging:  Quick hits, easy to realize, mostly 
focus on commodities

Strategic Sourcing: Need a strategic sourcing 
process and close collaboration with 
stakeholders and suppliers



Two approaches

The approaches mentioned in the following 
slides can be used for identifying quick hits as 
well identifying strategic sourcing opportunities. 
Lets get started



Key techniques for 
opportunity identification



Key Approaches

▷ Supplier  and demand consolidation
▷ Purchase price variance analysis
▷ Should cost analysis 
▷ Specification standardization
▷ Compliance related savings



Supplier and demand consolidation

❖ Basic premise to consolidate demand to get 
better pricing.Assuming your spend is 
correctly classified, you can take category like 
office supplies and analyse
➢ How many suppliers and what is the % of spend.

➢ Does it make sense to consolidate the spend to one or 
two suppliers
■ Consider impact of availability, shipping cost etc.
■ Product mix

■ Stakeholder satisfaction, a quick survey can reveal 
the performance of the suppliers

❖ Consolidate demand and get better pricing



Purchase price variance

❖ In case you have multi vendor approach for a 
part, for example a widget.. then analyze the 
following
➢ What is the average price across the board?
➢ Which vendor price is above average?
➢ Is the pricing better at certain locations?

❖ Consider all the factors and then negotiate 
with your key vendors to standardize price.



Should cost analysis

❖ Identify components of a product or a service 
so that you can derive what it will cost to 
manufacture it or in case of services, perform 
it

❖ Helps you baseline costs benchmarks.

❖ Helps you define long term strategy for 
sourcing.

❖ Helps in build vs. buy decisions



Specification standardization

❖ Standardize specifications and consolidate 
demand to get better pricing. For example you 
buy cups of 3oz,4oz,5oz, consolidation to a 
single size might drive a better price.

❖ Consult your stakeholders to understand the 
impact on operations and the cost to roll out 
this change.

❖ Do the cost benefit analysis, and refine your 
business case.

❖ Standardize your towards industry standards, 
so that you can utilize economies of scale.



Compliance related savings

❖ Measure spend compliance against 
negotiated contracts.

❖ Present the opportunity lost analysis to the 
respective stakeholders and get their buy in 
to implement corrective action.

❖ Route rogue spend  through preferred 
suppliers.


